
theWTFactory Gives iPhone Users a Product
Experience Worthy of the iPhone Design with
LuxBox Case
LuxBox Case is the Wonderful Things
Factory's (theWTFactory) answer to the
aesthetically challenged iPhone case
market.

ATLANTA, GA, UNITED STATES,
October 3, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Wonderful Things Factory (
theWTFactory) has established itself as a
unique and serious player intent on
shaking up the mobile accessory market
with it's first product, the SlimClip Case
(www.SlimClipCase.com).  With SlimClip
Case theWTFactory looked beyond the
functional utility of a smartphone case
and designed a comprehensive product
experience from the shipping boxes,
packaging, and modern design; to a 365
day free replacement program.

With LuxBox Case theWTFactory
introduces a solution for the iPhone
users that enjoy the visual and tactile
experience of the iPhone's modern,
minimal and thoughtful design but still
want to protect the hardware from
accidents (not to mention distinguish your own iPhone from the literally ten's of millions of others out
there).  In Keeping with theWTFactory experience, the packaging experience has been highly
designed and theWTFactory will replace the case for 365 days for FREE for any problems.  

"It's Ironic that the sleek,
minimal, and well thought out
design of the iPhone is a
large part of what of what
makes it appealing; yet
almost all cases take away
from that experience."

Keith Hall, the Co-Owner and Product Developer at
theWTFactory states, "It's Ironic that the sleek, minimal, and
well thought out design of the iPhone is a large part of what of
what makes it appealing; yet almost all cases take away from
that experience."

LuxBox Case is available for PreOrders starting October 2nd, 2014 for a early November release and
those that order the earliest will benefit from at least a 20% savings off the $50 Retail price.  For a
limited time theWTFactory is issuing an Additional 20% OFF coupon code for any one time checkout
at www.theWTFactorySHOP.com to any users that visit and Share their www.LuxBoxCase.com page
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Keith @theWTFactory

on Facebook or Twitter

LuxBox Case Features four design combinations: White Lacquered Body + Wood Veneer | White
Lacquered Body + Wool | MacPro Silver + Wood Veneer | MacPro Silver + Wool
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